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Although I was fairly expert in the use of a camera, having carried
one for many years, I was dissatisfied with the results I had been
getting from the Leica. On my coming expedition I could not
afford to slight any detail. I had every reason to expect that I
would fly over mountains; therefore, the photographs I would take
might be the most important record I would bring out. From a
good photograph a geologist with a microscope can often deter-
mine the nature of rocks and mountains and therefore know some-
thing about their origin and history.
The best photographer of mountains in the world was Walter
Mittelholzer, whose aeroplane Leica shots of the Alps are familiar to
all lovers of camera art. Mittelholzer directed the airport at Zurich,
Switzerland, and I thought he might be willing to give an amateur
pointers on mountain photography. Almost on the impulse of a
moment, I cancelled my passage and took a train for Zurich.
Mittelholzer was delighted to give me Leica lessons, especially
when he understood their purpose. I went up in his plane with him,
we circled peaks and threaded valleys and passes, and I snapped
his cameras under his direction. The entrance to Mittelholzer's
flying-field was a turnstile. As I approached this to leave after my
first lesson, I saw a young woman just coming in—a slender, long-
limbed, dark-haired, brown-eyed young woman, very trim and pro-
fessional in a flying-suit. I looked at her; she looked at me. Then
we passed on through the turnstile, in opposite directions.
Next day I saw this vision again, and I asked Mittelhoker who it
might be.
"Ach, Meester Ellsvort'," he replied, "dot ees a countryvooman
of yours—Fraulein Ulmer. Come—I prrresent you."
So he introduced me to Miss Ulmer. We chatted together for a
few moments. Mittelholzer was teaching her to fly. Then we dis-
covered a common bond of interest. She was born in Pottsville,
Pa., near where I had spent five years of my life as a student in the
Hill School. I had to find out aU about the old place before I'd let
her go up for her flying lesson. What a duffer I had been at Hill!
And was Epps's Candy Parlour still there? Yes, still there—crowded
every Saturday with boys from the Hill. , . .
I protracted my camera instruction for two weeks, greatly to my
technical and domestic advantage. My Leica shots of the Antarctic

